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Q no 3 .what do you know about the geography of 

pakistan. 

Ans…. 

Pakistan is located in south Asia. It from the north – 

west of subcontinents of indopakistan.it lies 

between the letitued of 2331 and 3645 north and 

between the longitude of 7175 and 31 east . It is 

bounded to the wast by iran  .to East by India. To 

the north by afghanition and to the south by 

aroboan sea. Pakistan shar 1610km long border 

with india. 585km long border with chaina. 2252km 

common border with afghanistan and with iran 805 



km . Pakistan common border with afghanistan is 

known as durance line. 

 Area of papulation :  

 Pakistan cover the area 796096 km blochstan is 

larger of Pakistan where cover 43.6/ of  total area. 

Where punjab is 2ed with 25.8 /  Sindh 17.7/ and 

4thkm with 13/ area at the term of Pakistan of sub 

continent in 1997. The papulation of Pakistan is 

38.8 motions .in respect of papulation Pakistan is 

presently 6th most papulaur country of the word  

 

Q no 1 : Discuss sir sayeed Amad khan education.  

Ans..  

Education service :  

Sir syeed Amad khan was the first muslim leder 

recognize the importance of education for this 

people.In the order  to give knowledge and 

education his people. He took come steep to take 

education .  

• (1)M.A.O high school was give founded in 1875 .  



• (2) he made two madreeses in muradbad 1858 

and also ghaziy1862 in impart pre- education in 

pakistan . 

Two nation theory :  

  

The two-nation theory) is the basis of the creation of Pakistan. The two-nation theory in its 

simplest way means that cultural, political, religious, economic and social dissimilarities between 

the two major communities, Hindus and Muslims of the Subcontinent. These differences of 

outlook, in fact, were greatly instrumental in giving rise to two distinct political ideologies which 

were responsible for the partition of the sub-continent into two independent states. The two-

nation theory was a founding principle of the Pakistan Movement (i.e. the ideology of Pakistan 

as a Muslim nation-state in South Asia), and the partition of India in 1947. 

 

Q no 2  explain fist political and constitution phase from 1947 

to 1958 .  

And… 

Governor gernal: 

1st:  Quaid Azam Muhammad ali jinnah 1997 

2es: khawaja nazimuddin  1948 to 1951  

3rd:  malik Ghulam Muhammad.1951  

4th :  Iskander ali mirza  1955 

  

Martail law . 1958  

 



  

Prime minister :  

1sr : liaqat Ali khan . 1997 to  1951  

2ed : khawaja nazimuddin 1951  

3rd : Muhammad Ali Nigra 1953  

4th : Chaudhry Muhammad Ali 1955 to 1956  

5th : Huseyn Shaheed Suhrawardy .1956 to 1957 

6th: Ibrahim Ismail Chundrigar 1957 to 1957  

7th : Feroz khan Noon. 1957 to 1958 . 

 

The End ….. 


